SLODOG Caring Canine’s Therapy Dog Evaluation

This form can be filled out online, it can’t be saved. Complete and print this form before closing it.
Test Description and Scoring Guidelines:
Evaluation date:
Name of Owner
Name of Dog
YES
Membership Application on File
Breed
YES
NO
PENDING CC Application on File:
YES
CGC Test
YES
Location:
Recommend Dog Team for CC:
Meet & Greet

1.

Scoring
Guideline

2.

Scoring
Guideline

3.

Scoring
Guideline

4.

Scoring
Guideline

5.

Scoring
Guideline

Scoring
Guideline

Date

A.
B.
A.

NO
NO

Score (ENI)

Handler asks dog to sit, down, or stand and unfamiliar person approaches dog and handler.
Unfamiliar person asks the handler for permission to greet the dog by petting and giving a treat.
EXCELLENT
NEEDS WORK
INCOMPLETE
Dog sits, downs or stands with
A. Handler gives 3 cues to sit, down, or
A. Handler gives 4 or more cues to sit,
0 to 2 cues; leash remains loose
stand; or leash tightens 1-2 times; or
down, or stand; or leash tightens 3 or
though dog may move toward
dog jumps up 1 time
more times; or dog jumps up 2 or more
person. Handler gives
times; or dog lunges, or avoids person.
B. Handler gives permission to pet dog &
permission to pet their dog &
dog jumps up 1 time or dog shies away, B. Handler gives permission to pet dog &
dog accepts petting, handler
but allows petting within 4-5 seconds;
dog jumps up 2 or more times or does
gives permission to treat dog &
dog takes treat roughly, but does not
not allow petting within 5 seconds, or
dog takes treat gently.
break skin.
dog breaks skin while taking treat.

General Appearance & Cleanliness

Dog appears to be healthy, clean & groomed. There shall be no noticeable eye discharge, foul odor from the ears,
mouth, or coat, wounds, or other indicators that the dog is not healthy. Dog is current on all vaccines.

EXCELLENT

Dog appears to be healthy, clean &
groomed. Dog is current on all
recommended vaccines.

NEEDS WORK

Dog appears healthy, but exhibits poor
grooming (knots, untrimmed nails, not
bathed, etc.). Dog is UTD on vaccines

Pass By other Dogs

EXCELLENT

Leash is loose or tightens 1 time.

NEEDS WORK

Leash tightens 2 to 3 times.

INCOMPLETE

Score (ENI)

INCOMPLETE

Leash tightens 4 or more times or is
constantly or mostly tight, or dog barks
repeatedly or lunges 1 or more times at
other dogs, or avoids others dogs (escape
behavior).

Score (ENI)

Obedience Commands (Must include “Leave It” command)

Handler asks their dog to perform 3 standard behaviors of their choice

EXCELLENT

Dog does behavior with 1 cue for
each and responds to each cue
within 3 seconds

NEEDS WORK

Handler gives 2 to 3 cues for one or more
behavior, or dog needs 4 to 5 seconds to
respond to one or more cues

Handling

INCOMPLETE

Handler gives 4 or more cues for one or
more behavior; or dog does not respond to
one or more within 5 seconds; or dog does
not do the asked behavior.

Examiner touches and lifts each of their dog’s paws, strokes their dog from one side from shoulder to tail,
examines either each of their dog’s ears, or their dog’s teeth from each side of mouth.

EXCELLENT

Dog allows handling of paws,
stroking of one side and handling of
ears or teeth from both handler and
evaluator.

NEEDS WORK

Dog does not allow handling in 1 of the 3
(paws, side, or ears or teeth) areas by
handler or evaluator.

BONUS Trick of Handler’s Choice

Score (ENI)

Dog show 2 or more health or grooming
related issues or dog is not current on
vaccines

Handler walks with their dog, passing by 3 dogs of varying breed, size, or gender

A.

NO

Score (ENI)

INCOMPLETE

Dog does not allow handling in 2 of the 3
(paws, side, or ears or teeth) areas; or dog
growls, snaps, bites during handling or
shows any type of aggression to handler or
evaluator.

Score (ENI)

Dog performs trick with 1 cue and responds to cue within 3 seconds

Evaluators Name Printed

Appendix III

Evaluators Signature
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